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Introduction
•
•
•

Mobile monitoring is conducted to estimate concentration changes with high spatio-temporal resolution while moving through a wide range of regions.
The CO2, CH4, and NOX mobile monitoring travels over 160 km crossing South Korea from urban to rural areas were performed 7 times in June and July, 2022.
We examined the CO2 concentration changes according to various land-use type and explanatory variables including carbon emission (ODIAC), and altitude.

Data & Method
•
•

Mobile monitoring from Seoul to Gyenggi Province (GGP) to Gangwon
Province (GWP) was performed with diesel and electric cars.
The mobile platform was equipped with CO2/H2O trace gas analyzer
(model LI-7815, LI-COR Environmental, NE, USA), CH4/CO2/H2O trace
gas analyzer (model LI-7810, LI-COR Environmental, NE, USA),
NO/NO2/NOX (nCLD AL2, Eco Physics, Swiss) ambient level gas analyzer,
and GPS device (model AK-770, AscenKorea, Korea).

•

Because monitored concentrations
on roads are easily affected by high
emissions by cars, median values of
the 1 km interval and only data with
a vehicle speed of over 50 km/h
were used.

•

Land-use type data over Korea from Environmental
Geographic Information Service (EGIS) were used.
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Results
Spatial distribution and probability density of CO2, CH4, and NOX levels from urban to rural areas in Korea
•

The monitored CO2 levels gradually dropped moving further
away from Seoul (Seoul  GGP  GWP).

•

Probability density functions of monitored atmospheric CO2
levels show that mean values of Seoul, GGP, and GWP were
515.5, 480.3, and 448.5 ppm, respectively.

•

In the spatial distribution, CH4 had high concentration
variability regardless of urban or rural areas. In the
probability density functions, the CH4 mean values of Seoul,
GGP, and GWP were similar.

•

NOX concentrations were high in Seoul, but the differences
between Seoul, GGP, and GWP were not distinct.

Relationships between △CO2 and explanatory variables

Time series of △CO2 and explanatory variables

△CO2 had strong correlation with
residential area, commercial area,
transportation
area,
field,
other
cultivation sites, broadleaf forest,
coniferous forest, grass, barren, water,
altitude, and especially ODIAC.
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As a result of examining the time series of variables that are
highly correlated with △CO2, commercial area ratio and
ODIAC become larger to urban areas (positive correlation),
but coniferous forest ratio and altitude become larger to
rural areas (negative correlation).

Multiple linear regression to predict △CO2 using explanatory variables
•

△CO2 was predicted by multiple linear regression analysis using explanatory
variables of commercial area ratio, coniferous forest ratio, altitude, and ODIAC, which
were highly correlated with △CO2.

•

In order to calculate the degree of prediction of △CO2 of the model, the validation
sample (20% of the total observation data) was predicted using test sample (80% of
the total observation data).

•

R2 was 0.62 on average as a result of 1000 iterations, indicating that △CO2 was well
predicted with four explanatory variables.

Conclusion
•
•
•

Through high-resolution CO2, CH4, and NOX concentration maps, high concentration regions can be found and reduction policies can be proactively applied to these regions.
△CO2 had strong correlation with commercial area, coniferous forest, altitude, and ODIAC, and these explanatory variables predicted △CO2 well.
More explanatory variables are needed to improve the multiple linear regression model which underestimate the observed △CO2.
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